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About ICICI Prudential
Mutual Fund
At ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund, we envision ourselves to be an
investor-centric Asset Management Company, committed to building
trust and sustain robust relationships with our investors through transparent
and well managed processes. Our intention is to facilitate the wellbeing
of our investors and transform the financial landscape in India.
Throughout our illustrious past, we have lived the mantle of Tarakki
Karein; we have introduced the concept of Mutual Funds to investors
(both existing and new) and helped them see this opportunity of progress
in life.

CONTENT

IS THE REASON
SEARCH BEGAN IN
THE FIRST PLACE.

Core Idea

Individuals had several imminent questions about the mutual fund
industry and chose Quora to seek answers. We leveraged our presence
on Quora to foster Brand credibility and build a robust, knowledgeable
and smart audience base.

Visit Our Quora Business Page

?

Why Quora

The Q/A forum focusses on nurturing an active community that engages
with and promotes good, insightful content. Real, interactive users on
Quora have the potential to make or break a brand's equity on the platform.
Hence the strategy was to establish ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund as a
seasoned subject matter expert in Mutual Funds on this platform.
In line with our aim to educate readers to make smart investment
decisions, we focused our efforts on having a voice on a platform where
many are at a nascent stage.

INSIGHT:

47 Million

+

Quora users follow finance-related topics out of
which Mutual Funds as a topic is followed by

1.2 Million on the platform.

Many are hesitant to explore the concept of mutual funds. This
is primarily because they feel they need deep understanding
and knowledge about the stock market or are unaware about
how the mutual funds work.

Those who do invest, either make decisions on the basis of
recommendations made by someone they trust or once they
conduct some research on their own via accessible mediums.

Our verified business profile on Quora aims to create top
funnel of content and enable audience take informed decisions,
provide answers to their questions in a hassle-free manner
and increase brand awareness in return.

FRUITFUL EXECUTION
IS ABOUT HITTING THE

ANSWER BUTTON,
CONSISTENTLY WITH
DEDICATION.

Our intention is to eliminate the gap in our audience's understanding of
Mutual Fund investments and empower them. This has fuelled our content
marketing approach with a dual focus on - keeping our audience's interest
in mind and maintaining the sanctity of the platform.

Strategically Curate Questions
Develop Informational Content
Content Accuracy Check
Go LIVE With Content

We believe in balanced communication. This is why we took up the
active role of asking questions to our Quora community. This was done
with an aim to understand their perspective and to fill up any knowledge
gap in addition to the following practices:

Answer users' questions
without force-fitting any brand
or product plugin
Relevant redirection to
www.icicipruamc.com webpages

On an average, ICICI Prudential Mutual Funds Business Profile receives

Asked to Answer (A2A) requests
by Quora users every month

Our content comprises of textual answers often supported by illustrations
such as infographics, banners and tables for a holistic explanation and to
enhance our users' content consumption experience.

Click Here To Read An Answer

WE CANNOT FORCEFULLY PUT
ACROSS THE IDEA OF INVESTING TO
OUR AUDIENCE. THEY NEED TO BE

EDUCATED FIRST.

BEING A MUTUAL FUND
BRAND, WE KNOW THIS BETTER.

Often, after receiving mixed information, people stumble upon Quora for
genuine answers written by the community. Hence, it was extremely
logical for us to integrate our expertise with branding opportunities on
the platform seamlessly.
Our aim is to be synonymous with ‘mutual
funds’ and become a brand that is reliable. We
wish to aid aspiring investors so that they
might act upon the information rather than
appreciate it in a purely academic manner.

INSIGHT:
ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund is often among the
Top
10

Most Viewed Writers

under Mutual Funds topic (and other related topics) globally.

We married our brand promise 'Tarakki Karein' with our content and also
encouraged open discussions around the concept of Mutual Funds.
This led us to starting a Quora space‘Learn About Mutual Funds’
It is a community where users can contribute
their knowledge about mutual funds or ask
doubts to the community members and enhance
their knowledge while gaining experience.

Visit ‘Learn About Mutual Funds’

STRATEGY

IS TO EXECUTE PLAN A
AND BE PREPARED FOR
PLAN B, WE DIDN’T HAVE
TO REACH THE LATTER.

The strategy of distribution was well thought of and executed through
the enlisted efforts to create buzz and become more reachable:

We analysed and also promoted our answers to the popular
questions by audience
Interlinked or Cross-promoted content from Business profile
and Spaces page to help audience navigate through relevant
information within the platform
Amplified reachability of answers by posting on Twitter

A2A other subject expert writers for the questions we asked
to maintain two sided engagement

GLIMPSE OF THE JOURNEY SO FAR IN 2020!
01.01.2020

Jan Joined Quora

5000+ Organic Content Views Jan
31.03.2020

Mar Achieved 1.5 Million
Content Views

Answered 150+Questions Apr
15.05.2020

05.06.2020

June Started 'Learn About Mutual Fund'
Quora Space

Achieved 10.3 Million July
Content Views
01.09.2020

30.04.2020

May Profile Now Verified

Asked 1st Question June
30.06.2020

30.01.2020

30.07.2020

Sept 1000+ followers On
Business Profile

300+ followers on 'Learn About Nov
Mutual Fund' Quora Space

25.10.2020

CONTENT
MARKETING IS A

COMMITMENT,
NOT A CAMPAIGN!

Aligned to our key purpose on the platform, we measure the performance
based on affirmative audience response and relevancy.
With a cost-effective content promotion, we are affirmative about
gaining the trust of the audience on Quora and the validation speaks for
itself when we receive acknowledgements, engagement and in-platform
recognitions.

As on 25th October 2020, the content has enabled us to achieve the
following:

Website
Traffic
Quora
Business
Profile
Quora
Space

Sessions

User Traffic

Avg. Duration/Session

34.9K+

29.5K+

35.57 Mins

Content Views

Followers

Upvotes

Shares

14.5 Million

1400+

4.39K

1K

Content Views

Followers

Upvotes

11.5K

300+

60+

WE BELIEVE TARAKKI
IS TRULY EXPERIENCED
WHEN PEOPLE

BEGIN TO TALK
ABOUT IT.

We strongly believe that the content we've created on Quora
so far has proven instrumental in addressing and initiating
worthy conversations around mutual funds. Additionally, we
believe it has proven to be a tool that might help people take
the first step towards achieving their financial goals.
With respect to scalability of the idea, the Q&A format is a
natural way to reach and interact with the audience. Mutual
fund as a topic generates significant amount of questions
which we strategically answer and help the user get a
clearer understanding.
Textual content on Quora adds more meaning to our marketing
mix and enables us to understand our audience base and to
further promote the ideology of ‘Tarakki Karein with Mutual
Funds”.

Thank You
Our answers on Quora should not be considered as 'investment advice'. We request the Reader to make informed
investment decisions and consult their financial advisors to determine the financial implications with respect to
investing in Mutual Funds.
Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.

